
What is HomeGo?
HomeGo provides a simple and dependable way to sell a home that may need a bit of love to reach its 
full potential. We work directly with sellers, or with their agents, to provide a convenient service to those 
who want to sell their property without the frustrations of a traditional listing. We operate in most major 
metropolitan areas across the nation and have purchased more than 37,000 homes since 2008.

Why is HomeGo Different?
HomeGo is an off-market buyer that’s setting the standard for the industry with its market expertise, 
use of licensed real estate agents, and standardized seller experience. We buy homes in any condition — 
whether they need a little updating or extensive improvements. 

There are no repairs, cleaning, or formal inspection required, just a short, in-home visit. When we visit a 
home, we will make a same-day, reliable cash offer. HomeGo provides flexible closing dates to meet the 
needs of each specific seller. Additionally, HomeGo offers a leaseback option to provide a seller enough 
time to relocate comfortably, if they need it.

About Our Process
HomeGo creates a seamless experience for home sellers by utilizing a team of licensed real estate agents 
who specialize in difficult properties. Here is our simple three-step process to sell a home:

 
A quick in-home walk-through —  a licensed agent will assess a seller’s home as they walk 
through the property, explaining the process.
 
Get a cash offer on the spot — based on our property analysis, we’ll give a seller a firm cash 
offer that won’t be reduced later.
 
Close on the seller’s schedule — we’ll purchase a seller’s property in cash within as little as 
seven days, so they never have to worry about financing contingencies. A seller decides when to 
close, and everything happens on their schedule.

Why Agents Like Working With Us
HomeGo helps sell difficult listings quickly and efficiently. We do not require repairs or cleaning — we’ll 
even take care of unwanted items your sellers would rather leave behind. There are no buyer’s agent 
commissions when you sell off-market to HomeGo. We will not ask for transaction fees or commissions, 
nor will our buyer’s agent if we use one.

What Happens After HomeGo Buys My House?
HomeGo will purchase your home and pass it to a local real estate investor who will restore it — whether 
it needs a little updating or extensive work. This process helps improve neighborhoods and increase 
home values within a community.

How HomeGo Works with Licensed Real Estate Agents 
HomeGo is the go-to partner for licensed real estate agents looking to sell a property that is not MLS 
ready. Agents can turn their most challenging listing into an easier sale with a same-day cash offer and 
closing on their client’s schedule. HomeGo’s standardized process and extensive experience navigating 
complicated transactions ensure a smooth and efficient closing for agents and their sellers.
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What We Do
We are a national real estate investment company that provides solutions for both homeowners and real 
estate investors through our exclusive marketplace. Our portfolio of companies helps homeowners move 
on from difficult properties while providing opportunities for local real estate investors to invest in their 
communities. We operate in most major metropolitan areas across the nation.

Our brands include New Western, HomeGo, and Sherman Bridge Lending. Each of these divisions 
focuses on helping to solve a specific need. 
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HomeGo is Improving America’s Neighborhoods - One Home at a Time
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